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Sun ingress Leo Wednesday July 22 11:32 PM
Venus retrograde Saturday July 25th 5:30 AM
Uranus retrograde Sunday July 26th 6:39 AM

Full Moon Friday July 31st 6:44 AM
Saturn direct in Scorpio Sunday August 2nd 1:54 AM
Jupiter Square Saturn Monday August 3rd 6:37 AM
Mercury ingress Virgo Friday August 7th 7:33 PM

Mars ingress Leo Saturday August 8th 7:33 PM
Jupiter ingress Virgo Tuesday August 11th 7:12 AM

Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
Pluto retrograde in Capricorn throughout cycle

Next new Moon is in Leo Friday August 14th 10:55 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".
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E
motional outbursts may fill one's experience this month. As an alternative inspirational
ideas are expressed with much creativity.

The sustained presence of species, any species, can be attributed to sensual impulses. or organic
truth. Authorities, or people the public have considered to be important or notable, are being
cleared from their influence if that influence has been interfering with the sensual organic nature
of Earth creatures including humans. We may see social laws and social edict for example getting
rewritten or augmented as the changes trickle down through individual and collective ego of
humanity.

A strong sense of domestic responsibilities can take charge during this Moon cycle in Cancer.
For some it may lean more toward personal issues like health. Opposition to how things are said
or rationalized can occur yet there is a great revealing for those who can remain cool and calm
and take in the bigger picture. The changing social situation may have many layers and so the
most immediate layer is the one which opposes one's need to get on track with their personal
concerns. An urge to accept a failed dominate force may occur to some yet this will soon be
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forgotten as the deeds which led them into rather dark places will continue to haunt and
challenge them until it is completely cleared. Again the typical theme of allowing partnership
into one's life as opposed to aggressively acting alone will work better in most all cases.

Juno in Virgo at the new Moon indicates inclinations toward being healthy and clean, organized
and precise, as a means by which partnership can be encouraged. In other words some may be
inclined to look for these qualities in others as a good way to determine if such an individual is
viable partnership potential or they will exaggerate these qualities in themselves in order to be
attractive as a partner to another. Virgo being the networking or typical social interaction sign
relative to Cancer, relationships may be evolved to partnerships as simple the result of attending
to routine type daily affairs. The Virgo energy will become more valuable in months to come and
this value sustained for a couple of years as there will be a growing need to bust disabling
assumptions, these assumptions not only about partnership but about any miss concepts thought
to be real. Acting on assumptions as if they are real and absolute for example will be detected by
Virgo. Ceres retrograde in Aquarius forms a powerful quincunx with Juno during the new Moon
phase. Ceres in Aquarius signals a serious exploration of individual freedom in the effort to
repair or fix bad actions and decisions which appear to cause harm. Ceres here can indicate a
repairing of apparent difficult social models where elitism as seen as a flaw which must be
corrected. Also causing harm to the Earth or the environment will be a trigger for the Ceres
freedom motivated individual. The urge to self elect and move toward rescuing the environment
will bust through and challenge other admirable and notable public images as insignificant. The
need to respect and acknowledge organic integrity is far more important than the need to follow
and be lead by those who obviously don't value organic integrity. Organic integrity stretches
beyond boundaries of religions and countries, governments and corporations, and so the freedom
of the protector to stand up and move against these forces is there as indicated by Ceres in
Aquarius. Ceres shown in quincunx with Juno makes for a powerful merging of a partnership
where the two form an alliance devoid of selfish or false character. Together they will not only
make move forward with Virgo energy, bringing in healthy environmental solutions, they will
also inspire many to see the value of partnership as opposed to being a soloist in such efforts.
This is indicated by the Ceres Juno quincunx also connecting to the Moon's nodal axis currently
straddling Aries, south node, and Libra north node. This nodal transit has been in play since
February of 2014 and will be sustained until November 11th 2015. When we take this Ceres Juno
alignment and nodal axis alignment into consideration against the hosting Cancer new Moon
cycle we see great sensitivity being applied to partnership interest and environmental interest as
well as social elitist injustice. Much inspirational energy will occur during this Moon cycle. This
sensitivity will allow actions and motivations meant to clean up and protect the environment
through strong powerful partnership scenarios to become extremely effective because of the
increased insightful nature sensitivity can lead to. The ability to hear and feel the organic cry will
be very real to many, their actions and motivations far more compelling than local power
authorities who are strategising to maintain control, those who disregard the environment in
particular yet want control of many others, will be particularly challenged.

A conjunct between Mercury and Mars occurs in Cancer during the new Moon phase. This
conjunction is opposite Pluto in Capricorn. Either cooperation or opposition occurs, a shifting
between cooperation and opposition can also occur. For some it will be a showdown for others it
will be a grand expediting of one's creative and inspired ideas and plans. Integrity will determine
what is what here. Emotional expressiveness can go through the roof, some will speak
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aggressively from a very vulnerable place. Likely some important plan or accomplishment is
being either supported or rejected. In a general way, and especially within families, concerns in
the past kept quite come out with a cry or a laugh. Many will be surprised as to what is finally
made clear to them. It is not just in what is said either, it is the emotional impulsive spontaneous
outburst which really gets going and serves as a change within the boundary of some typical
family or social dynamic. The boundary can apply to just about anything, for example a
boundary which delineates an idea, a plan, a social system, an accepted way of doing things, or a
boundary which defines or sets up a group, a system for groups. Pluto's transit through Capricorn
began 2008 and goes to 2024 and so it's indications have become an era type experience for
humanity. As such this is a time of great changes to how shared systems are created and
sustained. This Pluto transit indicates a time where many systems will be destroyed and new
systems will be created to replace them. This transit will empower Saturn which in the ruling
planet of Capricorn which recently returned to Scorpio and is completing a two year transit in
Scorpio. This can be seen to indicate revolutions in money systems and economic systems.
Hidden financial arrangements and dealings are most certainly going through revolutionary types
of experiences and challenges and this may explain some absurd things that are occurring as the
whole story is not being told. Authorities who have been keeping this covered will for example
be challenged to maintain control, their ability to do so again a by-product of their integrity. The
current oppostion to Pluto by the Mars Mercury conjunction in Cancer will have many being
expressive as they respond to their sensitivity and challenge these changes to shared social
systems which don't seem to make sense to them. In some cases more of the story will be
revealed to the public yet it is up to the general public to be willing to accept truths which will be
outside typical understandings they have been accustomed too. In the months to come Virgo will
become more prominent, a critical mind with the general populations will gradually ramp up and
no doubt challenge the explations which are clearly not the whole story. Pallas Athena in
Sagittarius is also connected to the Pluto and Mars Mercury alignment. Pallas Athena in
Sagittarius indicates an inventive practical effective mind for dealing with and expediting issues
where actions are needed immediately. Pallas Athena represents good decisions in groups where
diplomacy wins and everybody benefits. In this case Sagittarius represents actions as opposed to
words alone. Pallas Athena is in quincunx with the Mars Mercury conjunction in Cancer.
Powerful words come up spontaneously and convey ideas and methods where real action and
real effectiveness can be felt. These actions will be important as they are needed in order to deal
with the Pluto Capricorn effect which is revolutionizing global shared systems. Pluto in
Capricorn is not only correcting manmade systems which affect the planet Pluto also indicates
massive changes to the environment where the Earth is repairing herself. This can shed some
light on the environmental changes. Changes in the weather can be attributed as well to Neptune
and Chiron both in Pisces. These alignments indicate a merging or removal of boundaries which
were interfering with humanities compassion connection with all things. As in the belief "thought
creates" thought en masse pools together, the winds and storms we experience as such are echoes
and reflections of humanities thoughts moving together with the false boundary the ego thinks is
real, in other words weather is a direct result of the harmonizing or the balancing of human
thought. In truth there are no boundaries and this is what the weather shows us.

***
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Sun Sign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Cancer the focus will be on nurturing, inspired creative
expression, and domestic related concerns. The current report, including the fourteen period
cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of experiencing one's own emotional sensitivity and
the nurturing and creative impulse which goes along with heightened sensitivity. Accepting
emotional experiences as a valid source of truth, a deep rich self awareness becomes available.
An evolution of self awareness occurs as influences and beliefs are known as choices and are
thus examined from the perspective as to how feelings are handed over to logic. Those born
under the Sun sign Cancer have a natural propensity to emotional sensitivity and deep felt
sharing. They naturally resonate with the feelings which underline the self esteem of others. Not
to exclude others as we all have Cancerian energy somewhere in our personal astrology charts,
the following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would experience an
amplified emotional sensitivity. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where
an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the nature of their sensitivity and
how this sensitivity can lead to insightful truth. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I connect with emotional sensitivity and insight by...

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

trusting my physical senses as they always gives me immediate truth.

noticing and valuing how I feel when I communicate with others.

realizing that my feelings are showing me who I believe I am.

allowing myself to expressive my creative impulses.

being responsible for how I feel and allowing this sense of responsibility to ensure
perfect health.

valuing my partnerships and allowing them to lead me to my own nurturing impulse.

accepting and valuing the rebirth of self awareness which comes from my
harmonious partnership experiences.

allowing myself to travel into new areas and by taking on fresh new experiences.

feeling my value to the public through my work and career.

feeling the family like relationship I have with all others.

feeling the nurturing impulse of Earth and acknowledging natural organic awareness.

***
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Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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February 27th & 28th

March 11th & 12th

April 10th

May 19th

July 5th & 6th

September 1st & 2nd

September 13th & 14th

October 13th & 14th

November 20th & 21st

January 3rd & 4th
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01 Wednesday July 15th - new Moon in Cancer 9:25 PM EST

02 Thursday July 16th - Moon enters Leo 10:16 AM

03 Saturday July 18th - Moon enters Virgo 8:48 PM

Lots of creativity is available here at the new Moon. An ability to navigate emotional sensitivity
will be required as well as the willingness to explore one's vulnerability. Doing so will vastly
increase the reach of creative ideas and expression. This increase in emotional energy can also
play out, or vent, through home family and domestic issues. Challenges from authorizes can also
occur and yet the reality is these authority forces are in many cases experiencing increased
turmoil, in some instances it may be a good idea to lay back and avoid too much direct
interaction? There are people who are use to being in charge who are now in a state of panic. The
self motivated individual who is finding their way into more partnership situations these days is
likely having a very time, great experiences, and yet it is a times very challenging. This Moon
cycle will continue with such wonderful experiences and challenges. There is a beginning shift
toward being discerning and to start to prioritize certain things and to even call an end to nutty
craziness which is not seeming to lead anywhere. This discernment will be more important to
some because it will have to do with their health. The idea is to not become too involved in
things which are really the business of others, even if invited there is caution here. What an
individual can ask themselves if they are indeed involved in things which are not really the best
for them is this "What would I be doing otherwise?". Activities which are see to be distractions
from other things which are being avoided will begin to fail away and be removed, this will
become increasingly noticeable in the following Moon cycles as well. For now there is a surge in
sensitivity and this will likely cause many to to experience the identity, as in social or
relationship identity, they have adopted for themselves.

How important does one need to be in order to bring forward their original idea? The idea of
notoriety may distort the potential of the individual if the individual is overly concern about what
others think. Hearing others go on about some specific individual may have colored one's past
and unknowingly the degree to which an individual believes they must seek approval in order to
be themselves is perhaps unfortunately ingrained. Of course this is perhaps an exaggeration yet
the slight degree of it's existence in the individual's psyche can affect their emotional reaction
now. The success of an individual is less real if there is external validation involved, the true
successful individual will allow their notoriety to be the by-product of their dedication and
integrity. If one is not willing to be anonymous with their interest then they may have some
residue, with some "who do I think I am", stuck in their deeper inner caverns. Powerful ideas
nevertheless are being explored right now and it is this which occurs through the spontaneous
impulsive self. Sometimes a need to prove oneself can lead to an individual finally getting brave
yet the need to prove oneself will eventually need to be looked at and resolved no matter how
useful it was at some specific point. Sensitivity and emotional vulnerability needs a platform of
self acceptance to exist and it is this platform, this foundation, which the individual is poised to
discover.

Am I too picky? Or perhaps someone else? If pickiness is an issue then hold on because staring
August 11th and extending for one year Jupiter will be in Virgo and many who tend to be high on
critical analysis ordinarily could be extra high. In the meantime as the Moon transits Virgo we
may want to embrace the benefits of being more critical than usual, say calling out frivolous time
wasting ideas. Emotional reaction right now may be related to being involved in things which are
interfering with more important things. An ability to prioritize will assist whenever Virgo is
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involved, and here with the Moon in Virgo the need to prioritize will likely feel more urgent.
Questioning the logic of others, or self can occur. The ability to stay on the point is also big right
now as the networking of ideas may be important in organizing teams and group agendas. Venus
is making a Virgo ingress indicating the critical nature of self and others is acceptable and quite
enduring yet Venus will retrograde and be back in Leo staring in August. Venus goes retrograde
on July 25th. Mercury and Mars both in Cancer as well as the Sun, communication and
questioning ideas and being big on logic with directness and passion, and with more emotion
than typical. This can be a good time to bring the message forward which has been locked away
as the feeling and impulsive nature will allow the truth to be displayed in a dynamic yet
spontaneous way. Remember we are living our integrity!

Some become assertive with a controlling boundary, likely the return of a past unfinished
dynamic. Embracing partnership as opposed to doing everything alone could have become more
favorable in the last year or so and yet today it may be questioned? The idea that others involved
in things and decisions typically handled solo in the past may be questioned as it seems some
tasks are better handled alone. When self questioning concerns doing things alone verges doing
them with others it is the partnership route which is likely the one which leads to special
discovery. Some may be looking at themselves from the perspective of being in relationships or
groups and defining their identity from this perspective. Who would they be without their friends
or colleagues or partners? Exploring one's emotional sensitivity and vulnerability while
managing shared dynamics has the individual coming to terms with the identity they assume
themselves to be in these relationships. Emotional expression may be spontaneous, an impulsive
reaction, and quite valuable as it shows the truth about self and their dynamic with another.
Ideally the individual allows these observations to reveal the parallels between themselves and
others and notices how these correlations evolve to increased value and also yield a greater
meaning to their relationship.

Currently an exaggerated self confidence affects the words of some. This while the Moon
transiting Scorpio can trigger issues related to sensual expression and experiences.
Understanding one's sensitivity and vulnerability may be assisted by allowing oneself to enjoy
the deeper feelings of simple following one's passion and urges. There is a sensual aspect to
humanity and understanding the role of this characteristic can be advantageous in increasing
one's awareness. Our sensual aspect gives us an innate intelligence or advanced awareness, our
body knows what is going on. The recovery of one's sovereignty in terms of this sensual integrity
will occur for some. This recovery may correlate for example with the exposure of those who
have controlled or abused this organic force. Saturn has recently returned to Scorpio and as such
the rules people or cultures have made for our sensual expression is being exposed and where
appropriate restated. The sensitivity associated with Cancer energy turns to joyful expression and
fun, playfulness when it is focused on sensual expression and sensual sharing. The matter of
simple being allowed to express one's passions can have a much deeper affect on self and those
who are in witness to such expression as it can unlock ancient memory carried in the body. An
innocent expression which may have been shunned for example can make a return. New rules for

04 Tuesday July 21st - Moon enters Libra 9:24 AM

05 Thursday July 23rd - Moon enters Scorpio 10:08 PM

Sun ingress Leo Wednesday July 22 11:32 PM

Venus retrograde Saturday July 25th 5:30 AM
Uranus retrograde Sunday July 26th 6:39 AM
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sensual expression are formulating.

Things intended to be worked on or taken care of may become more important now or become
more demanding insisting they be looked at. An urge to service a responsibility that benefits
one's professional reputation can occur. This can be a good time to improve one's professional
position yet it must be understood it is one step at a time. It may be important for an individual to
come to terms with the manner in which they are received by the public. A degree of confusion
in regard to how one is admired by others may have to be reconsidered. For example a response
to one's public or professional effort may differ from what was expected. Ideally the individual
will focus on specific responsibilities and be less concerned about what others are thinking.
Revelations may spring from unexpected public reactions, such experiences can cause an
individual to seek increased clarity. Also a need to go back and review one's identity or to review
their notable character or qualities can happen. A willingness to correct or improve is favorable
supported if the individual is able to avoid becoming involved in the affairs of others and instead
focus on their own things. The biggest dynamic is the need for the individual to become
increasingly clear about their self respect and the correlating publicly identity they have
formulated. Is it being supported by the individual or echoed by the public as assumed? An
ability to sort out what is important as related to self respect will bring the individual ultimately
to a place of accepting their public experience with increasing awareness.

Partnership dynamics may trigger concern or panic. Spontaneous expressions triggered by
sensitivity and vulnerability may well be indicating concerns about the unpredictable nature of
current public systems, like professional challenges economic changes transportation challenges
challenges with changing regulations governing social services, as examples. These changing
social dynamics have been going on for awhile, eventually an individual will show cracks in
their sense of feeling safe. Outbursts of concern may occur now or anything during this Moon
cycle. Some may feel the pain of an unpredictable future related to their security, especially if
that security was dependant on social systems or services. Ideally the individual will discover
they have been allowing themselves to be defined as a victim and will use the current impulse
energy to move toward self responsibility and personal sovereignty. Once the individual is able
to be objective and calm they will see how others are experiencing perhaps somewhat similar
concerns in their situations, it is possible that panic is wide spread right now in some
communities. The square between Jupiter and Saturn is forming, there will most likely be those
who are a little too carefree in their outlook relative to those who believe in authority figures
who enforce rules boundaries and control. Ideally the individual will discove how self
acceptance and being responsible for what occurs to them, no matter what it is, is delivering new
understandings as to the nature of how energy is shared. New personal identities may be
forming.

06 Sunday July 26th - Moon enters Sagittarius 8:26 AM

07 Tuesday July 28th - Moon enters Capricorn 2:49 PM

08 Thursday July 30th - Moon enters Aquarius 5:41 PM

A shocking truth concerning how one fits in socially may occur. Actually who's to say this is a
truth as it is only a truth relative to the individual's belief or social paradigm assumed to be real.
As such this can be an ideal time to bust paradigms which over value elitism or are enamored
with "who's who". Some individual's will need to be free from some constraint as they may have
recently become increasingly grand in their self assessment. It's as if the creative expression one

Full Moon Friday July 31st 6:44 AM
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is able to boldly put forward states or implies their current self confidence. The ability however
for this bold expression to harmonize and become apart of the social picture will require the
receptivity of others. As long as the individual is not dependant on external validation all will be
well and the individual can ride this new territory, their increasing self confidence, while become
increasingly creative in their expression. As a square between Jupiter and Saturn forms a show
down between new found stardom and control over mutual interests can occur. The need to
maintain control by some big authorities can for example attempt to impend the rising star of
another.

An opportunity to discover the power of how fantasy lends credence to self esteem is available as
the Moon transits Pisces. Connection between an individuals self esteem and a version of reality,
possible their delusion or fantasy, is observable as such individuals become overwhelming in
confidence while implying their specific reality. Specifically the aware individual will see the
degree to which another's paradigm, or perhaps their own, is not so absolute, cracks may begin to
show. This awareness can fuel one's own growing creative power as well as an understanding of
what is real begins to extend itself in other worlds. The urge to express ones self relative to their
self confidence may parallel this discovery or perhaps just the raw need to experience one's
feeling of being notable will empower them. The draw toward personal significance like a
spiritual calling can potentially be felt by some during this Moon in Pisces transit yet the
individual may be called to admit that the qualification is due to an acceptance of an assumption
or delusion. Since the Moon begins this transit with an opposition to Venus in Virgo a dynamic
can exist, possible a relationship, where the individual is being critical in a way which frees them
from a self consuming assumption, again the assumption can be connected with a partnership.

Responding to one's sensitivity reveals beliefs about oneself the individual may not have
realized. Or at least may not have realized the degree to which their beliefs are echoed in typical
events which make up ones day. A spontaneous emotional out burst may occur. A strong
impulsive urge to stick up for one's independence can occur causing some to demonstrate and act
out their sovereignty. Aggressive actions may indicate immaturity where a lack of being
responsible for oneself comes full circle. This can also be a time where some can make
significant changes in how they do their job, there is a big opportunity to act in a very creative
and spontaneous way. The ongoing expansion of independent self importance is again high and
there will be those who act as if they are really something. Ideally individuals will understand
their position from the perspective of being responsible for what they draw to themselves and
what they create. Doing so will avoid the trapping of seeking or counting on being validated by
others. There will no doubt be those who are picked out of the bigger crowd and held up as if
they are inspiration and important and be quite disinterested in being honored in an exaggerated
way. There will also be those who want this big time and may even jump the gun expecting one
type of attention yet getting another.

An ability to translate ones self confidence to their social experience will bring an added sense of
security comfort. The effect one has on others socially can also be connected to the quality of

09 Saturday August 1st - Moon enters Pisces 6:37 PM

10 Monday August 3rd - Moon enters Aries 7:25 PM

11 Wednesday August 5th - Moon enters Taurus 9:30 PM

Saturn direct in Scorpio Sunday August 2nd 1:54 AM
Jupiter Square Saturn Monday August 3rd 6:37 AM

Mercury ingress Virgo Friday August 7th 7:33 PM
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one's own self acceptance. Specifically it is how one accepts their sensitivity and vulnerability
and how this characteristic either supports their security and sense of comfort or how it
challenges this. A powerful connection between self admiration and accepting the dramatic social
changes is also in play now as the Moon transits Taurus. The need to feel safe is high or
exaggerated for some now. Their motivation as they connect confidently with the power of self
confidence to guide and bring change on a much grander community level may well be triggered
by issues involving personal and community safety. This could also be referred to as feeling
grounded, stability around social situations is the high light here. For example where one's self
confidence has them appearing at times bold this self confidence, if it is somewhat artificial, will
be unsettled, or cause one to feel unsafe in some way. Issues involving home can also be the
target which this energy takes as those who feel it is important to prioritize home and domestic
concerns must deal with a rather radical public situation, as it so happens to be tied into the self
importance of some specific others. The idea right now is to look for ways to increase ones
security safety and comfort by bringing things into greater simplicity.

An extra dose of boldness can cause some hidden thing to be revealed. A favorable way or
perceiving oneself or being self enamored, complete with an assumed social identity, may well
be in it's final expression. The Virgo ingress of Jupiter on August 11th will affect how some have
come to know and think about themselves over the last year. The things some say may be
connected to the rapid expansion of self admiration which has occurred over the last year. The
revealing of hidden control over the last year or two has caused a stir which returns, a final word
in what is hopefully an ending to a deceptive dark time. The thoughts and ideas behind such may
return and an assertive force makes a final effort to recovery lost reputation yet the damage is
likely too severe. As a lighter interpretation - a forceful step toward a generous planed agenda
can also ride this same wave of energy bringing balance and harmony in a rich comforting way.
It may be a little bit more difficult to communicate right now as the very thought or idea of some
specific thing can cause one to react. One need merely look at their belief and allow their
emotional reaction to be the measure of the significance they have applied to the need to have
either their word or idea supported and they can finally be free from an ongoing limitation. If
things being said now are indeed difficult a few days may make the difference and it may be a
plan to just wait it out.

The Moon returns to Cancer and once again amplifies the sensitivity of some. Mars now in Leo
will reduce the external expression of one's sensitivity yet by no means are external expressions
of one's vulnerability excluded. What has been triggering many recently (February 18th 2014 to
November 12th 2015) is the need to be independent at the risk of accepting a shared partnership
experience. Domestic family relationship may have become the focus during this Cancer Moon
cycle. The manner in which sensitivity and nurturing are expressed has possible been
exaggerated during this cycle. This added sensitivity may be directed to the ideal identity an
individual may have for themselves, either one they believe they have already achieved or a
target they aim for. Either way seeking external validation if not recognized will be felt. In terms
of partnership an ability to nurture and support each other in terms of evolving self acceptance is
the good road. There are four significant heavenly bodies in Leo now, Mars, Sun, Venus, and

12 Saturday August 8th - Moon enters Gemini 1:41 AM

13 Monday August 10th - Moon enters Cancer 8:09 AM

Mars ingress Leo Saturday August 8th 7:33 PM

Jupiter ingress Virgo Tuesday August 11th 7:12 AM
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Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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Jupiter, indicating the exaggerated self confidence. Jupiter being square to Saturn in Scorpio
indicates possible interactions between big new self admiration ideas verses practical challenges
involving control and boundaries. The added sensitivity characteristic of this current Moon cycle
and this current Moon in Cancer ingress will give many the extra edge in discovering the beliefs
which can cause an individual to overly value external validation and as such turn away or
resolve such distraction.

This lunar ingress can be the beginning of a time when individuals look for the realism and
practicality associated with their recently expanded self esteem. And in some of these cases the
recently expanded self esteem was a bubble complete with burst. However the reality of
understanding one's self admiration and making it work for them in a positive nice harmonious
way will be in the ability to find the real world foundation in which this self confidence can be
secure. The act of proving oneself can trigger bold actions, an individual will go after the
recognition they feel they are wanting. Also there will be those who are less needy in terms of
recognition who will instead simple express their confidence in their own unique way and in
some of these cases they will prove to be an inspiration to others. Inspiration as the by-product of
one's commitment to task and the demonstration of integrity will also be increasing or will
continue to increase. The added need to map our reasonable realistic methods for sticking to
commitments will become more the norm. This increase in seeking realism will have the
interesting affect of identifying what will be seen as frivolous delusional ideas and plans of self
or others. Interesting all ideas can be considered delusional from the aspect or awareness that all
is energy so this is a matter of understanding why we need certain things to be real as opposed to
what is real.

14 Wednesday August 12th - Moon enters Leo 4:53 PM

Next new Moon is in Leo Friday August 14th 10:55 AM EST
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01 My increased sensitivity allows me to reach further into my inspirational interests.

02 I am appreciated for my ability to be discerning yet compassionate.

03 Typically there are certain tasks I would handle on my however I am now finding myself
sharing these with others.

04 My fundamental self acceptance has a harmonious affect supporting spontaneous
expression.

05 My assertiveness is like a natural easy going expression of who I am in the moment.

06 My spontaneous creative expression is supported by my self acceptance.

07 My self acceptance is supported by the critical clarity as to what is my concern and what
is not.

08 I am living my integrity.

09 My inspiration connects me to other aspects of myself.

10 I allow others to play out their control or authority dramas and remain unattached.

11 I am not making demands on others just letting them know what my feelings and
experiences are.

12 My sensitivity and vulnerability is my clarity.

13 The parallels between myself and others reveal meaning and understanding of our
relationship.

14 I am enjoying new partnership experiences.

15 I am continuing to understand and value my sensual expression in new and special ways.

16 Knowing what is important in relation to self respect allows me to accept my public
experiences with increasing awareness.

17 My sensual experiences lead to deeper meanings of my life.

18 The changing public systems remind me of my own creative ability and flexibility, and to
accept changes to my social identity.

19 I am becoming increasingly aware as to how self esteem can be associated with implying
the significance of a specific paradigm.

20 That which triggers my emotional reaction indicates who I truly believe myself to be.

21 I am responsible for what i draw to myself.


